
The consef,uence of this situation is that all the various 26ers everywhere 
with bust one or two others somewhere form little groups of WM two or three 
who swap notes 44 commies/orate with one another. And as everythinr remains within 
the small groups, for the most part, this is tantamount to fleshing the effort 
down the nearest what-all. Bet then that is the state of things... 

/e I an not rernmating a reply of you this time (hut please file the letter 
as some do go astray), let me continue with some examples. Mrs H & I have been 
correermdinr back & forth far several earths re the 26. Bvery tine each of us 
seems to have found ear now dietruction or oleo or something, we wonder if it is 
indeed "new". Picking hack thru a tall stack of resent lettere between us, hers 
are a few random samples: 

Many PA:esti:ens eon be asked abaft the page numbering, of CB 2003. If this 
is indeed "all pages" of MO CD alb, then CD $lb is missing the following moo: 

TO 107 173-176 
71 159 255 
72 160 37$ 
10‘ 

Judging by Bledsoe, CE 19A5, dated 24 Nov, there eight never have been any 
question about her owing Leo 2 daps rent; she admit. But the sharp was made 
later, presumably toward some end or another. 

Hill B seems like it meet have been taken with the photographer's flash nountsd 
on the and of a fishing pole. The photo was, after all, 'appeased to have been taker 
within the theatre. Or was it taken under the marquee, just as Lee was being brought 
out? In the latter case, judging by Lee's lack of wonting to ire along quietly, it 
sight seem that sans of the reported 150-200 spectators sight have had a story to 
tell. hot living in Dallas, I never did hear am, such stories. 

See Yard (er was' it Cooper7)(missing note) on 	 , during a teetimoty, 
was under the impression that Tippit use riding a 	le. Can you boat that? 

As a 6.5 am shell is 11 ar 12 percent smaller in diameter than either a '7.5 
or a .30-424 and ineoreeh as the shells were photographed a amber of times while 
lying on the flocrboarding. . and the flooring is still there preserved under a 
new layer of plywood... well? Here is something either s pro:Commiseiss type or 
and anti-Commistion.type sight make use of. Re for Neither has, as far as I know. 
But then this weeld be a useless thing unless it were agreed by all that the various 
CD photos of the shells on the floor were taken when they were said to have been 
taken. But the leek of expertise in everything else sakes it possible to believe 
that the printed photos of abells-on-fleer could have slipped into print accident-
ally. 

CE 361. Nobody talks about it. Yet Bolin (lobe said nothing else during that 
testimony except for this:) get out of his *heir & mode a point of declaring for 
the record just who provided that sae partiselar ambibit, oven giving the names 
of the persons involved. Notffhing like it ever happened before or after. And 
CE 361 is that very confusing map, the upside deem ems, the see which meat have been 
a very annoying thing for the draftsman who had to prepare it. He most have had 
to tern his original map upside dews ems or mere demon times while preparing this 
special *spy. South up & mirth dem, my meek, to say nothing about east & west. 



Which leads to Worrell, ewe of those to whoa the eonfusisg n
ap was submitted. -- 

In spits of the Odnfusion, Worrell apparently did have a sense of direction & was 

net flabberghasted by the exhibit. What is wrong with Worr
ell's testimony is that 

the dotted line• he was dotting out (which were also referred to in the testimony 

as dotted lines after he had finished dotting on CL 361)— 
his dote just don't show 

up is the exhibit. Worrell's vas, the one who same nyihg o
ut of the beck door, 

this man wasn't running north; he was running south. The line to the north p&rking 

loit is another thing, whatever it is. 

Also, doss the man going.south coincide with the non seen (f
rom the top of the 

K.; bldg?) going south on houston, Zest on Commerce, picking up a car or stn wagon 

t driving over to houstoa, up to am & then West? And did it stop whore Craig sa, 

a eta wagon stop for a peasessor? 	. 

Ruby. His note, "Brother Bear - HA1-1026" H111-1026, my ne
ck. 22/499. The 

odds against a 4 figure member falling against saes other 4 figure
 number are 8.1 

million to one, if I'm figuring it right. And melees I've l
oot my last marble, no 

W/C critic anywhere has made a point of mention this one, de
apite the marvelous 

eoimaidenee. 

A "Brother Bear" leads to smother: BeherObear. This thi
ng just wasn't 

intredumed right. Or if it is true that a rib grade student amp/here filling i
n 

a ouestionaire will have it remain on versant Ms for posto
xity,47beAV, 

itself is a pretty interesting revalatioa.7.440er MT. .V4.4. 	 0..• 

The kin= 1WWLINSAL, 24/196a. Mango, by Oswald's tin
s, sustained their 

built-is exposure meters. Bet if a separate iight motor pop
ped up somewhere, it 

did not pop upon any of the 'arises inventories. At least 
set the ems which have 

been revealed to us is the 26. Moreover, it is interesting 
to note that the quest-

ion was put to Marina as lets as 1$ Yoh. Today we are told (Weisberg, WLCT) that 

the Min= was Paine property. 

Cameras. The only two tint were inventoried (to ue) were the KUM & 
the Stereo 

Realist - both of them being rather unusual & special purpose cameras. What was 

that reference, somewhere, to a drawer4u1 of samara equipmost? The Minis & the 

beslist together you scull somosal within a baby's hat. 

My oopy of 22/$20 shows Leo with a memstashe & board, even i
f light, no natter 

how I look at the ;hot*. 

The "Z" en Worrell's CZ "it don't be Whirell's oil. It is 300 ft north of 
where Worrell would have ranted his Z, sosordlmg to his woo

ds in do testimsFY. 

Also Worrell& ma ran "aline the side" of the TODD. Ths Z 
Should be Awe Worrell 

first saw the nos - Imams vet the balk doer. The bask door
 does net lie a half 

bleak to the north, ea tepee a railroad trash. 



0meldle ring, er rinse, sod Sim, aid the dresser, ets. It it all sestesisp. 

ast mown is CA1749 Lee is merle' a ellog es his third 12111W. rill* hard. In 

Dooley is Dallas, pll, a ring is -M Trd tiarmagia=g8 	do net appear to 

he the sem Ass, 'elm* me rims Is 	 . The ris, oath* 

dreimsr is imtmesties ue getter her ted itOrr idslother ids halm' 

The eitima "breeklig is" oaths diapetoher tom We retie. Ogees DPD alias 

1 was spositieallp encased %immolate ma im stem tags, it mold net haid 

hemmed. rat WO samteipo, had It bees a @petal dodo alweases of the .DPD 

radio, meld pat ham boos multayed mew** Mt the empress it better advestapes. 

99.9911 of tooduly redisteleidar systole wad Olt, by deslat, allsw ter the *ditty 

of Or *Wm havieg °sat Ian. lat t IM redlo lees is ths 26 ere a Wash of 

selarkrerywer, I %Mak.  

lee marks dens nen ter rate es his nits driver's limares apptioshiss - it also 

IS his appLtosidea tot motersest et.  'NW as be didn't rally less 0 far Caucasian, 

dial MT Mrs I ettribitea it to mead. loser meld* Ida et. ems, wry, peremal 

ntemern • it led Net 	her 	ma 	therower grabs with this. 

WS easier to believe that Les was diattles are OM as eldaeraallry disdell es. 

searthlas.. 

lee,s vaesiaatim sortItleste. .The 	 d 	nom 

MS the ribber stooped kfirik dates 	 ,iser alMo that when 

lie read the deitheseiti .  sea bediords it reads ttz - tat 

dertaai C pests sabibite ulotttime M1it itttta thmieblies.shat 'it weld talc: 

to thwart *mew *merle with dividers. is test dorm Ilisrsair do have, bbatbas by 

amides.. or demdp, the thsortias mming Sat its 	ia.r* sea. A temetite emus 

to be is the duple otrotebise it a slat it ems diesstas er mother, leandeit the 

riga-mile glee umstrotohed. 	allmo you errive st Imes  Immo WC protium- 

ere eft allege at least sell. etteatise see 'Oreteh • %ben tow, quite esereetlp, 

that the sera quotas Yea has to be ladreessed WM all slabs. 

?haw die as 	rWA  tide *Awe, etoitas the best border Mica. it 

the ark rithla the erre. Me Siam NNW sit We .Mae proem& amp by a 

1004149 reMelle les mot deltr toy am Nesithe eiller es Xi selarger & bra it 

me Sit thins iseg,T  It 75 Oaf  tell 111. *gm 	the 	et it all to preserve 

6 exhibit the  sharp  image 	alfs=16.10 	tar Mir 	41t mar  

siestas the smiler et mem tem 6 	haat. am6•4eiel6 tot • would still 

least *bevies the seldom preyeembette as la elm0416 toshim. -  alai is see 

thing the., am aluepo be ommated etediatt, bitheet buds. to mar dolmas of ana 

meet or motyer. 

Phodas. **kW its TAX 	 parties it the lisigetive is perfect- 

ly Nora. lto'd Vert it was • 2 IA 	,.sese Wets. DA it sass set of 

the ~T. *la mesewee Is be • 	 le be • a Mlireffees gin* sacra. 

sot at soiree vs we timed lab thal dirsati... bit 6 tbeseter• *wet pat op very Num 

at ist arammast. 



In the same vein of complaint, BiWiladlialt Shaneyfelf 23 would be anothtr 

example. If it were the sane rifle & rope as represented than the rifle wouldn't 

be 4.8 times the scope length. here is ens photo whirs nobody can give you an 

argument about photographic perspective. he splitting *noire is necessary. Maybe 

the fact of it not being the oleo rifle is not important to the case. But I do 

nevertheless dame well resent any such attitude as "Well, they won't knew the differ-

ence anyway, so what the hell...". This is an attitude which seems to have prevailed 

in tOl assembling of the 26. Has suress in esseptiom berme so commonplace that 

hlloprtheoming success is taken for granted, there being really no need to try very 

to pull it off? 
, 
inlay George, belle? Say, sake up & send dons sone photos for us to wove thus , 
I 	P 

& such, willya? Bo, don't strain over it. But send does a selection so we'll have 

something to pick from. bbat? The rifle? Well, I dunno, but it was a yard or two 

long & had some kinds Valero's on top of it. Don't you know? tic..." 

In 3awyerl (represented as Sawyer A),  p lii 3%,5, after the Citisen calls 

72 
 the dispatcher sells Tippit WEL time. In the second (CB 705) version he calls 

at tine. ,And in the third Ott 1974 rendition) be sails his wo times. 

There Appear to be been mot frier them 41 police & sheriff oars, including 

MAtorcycles,4n the Greeter Oak Cliff area at the time of Leek arrest, manned by 

not less thee 57 polio. typo people of all varies. sorts. Of the vehicles, not 

fewer than 26 of thriven prosiest at the theatre (or as close as they could get 

to it, considering their number) by 1102 pm, brigading with then not fewer than 

4,0 nen. These. are "preliminary" figures for the vehicles, which surely must hakve 

numbdOeved mere. In these figures, 21 vehicles were pres:med to have contained only 

the driver, nothing to the 'entrap; having bees fined. 

C F Bentley, .11., 24/233. Only reference to his anywhere is by DPD detective 

Paul,8entley, the polygraplib operator who bowed inte his in the theatre balcony 

thaCday. Unfortunate that me few depositions were taken from those present in 

t.:(sibestre, C F Bentley,fi Jr, .t al. And not only don't we have any information 

f 	BO% of the civilian audios., in the theatre at the time, but it seems that the 

-list of names & addresses of these people get misfiled someplace, r earthing, after 

/ the pains that were takes to gather up the viteseees inside the doors. 	Too bad, 

ain't it?: Frits must hair rolled over is bed marrying about the missing list of 

witnesses: 

Deposition from newsmen. who were esprit)d set to Oak Cliff by police & sheriff 

ears (four that I've counted) aren't in the 26 - I don't think. 

Whi ,did reporter Scholkeef get out of the squad ear at tangs & Jefferson when 

the oarless erreute to the theatre? Maybe it vas only a traffic prOblas, & he just 

got out & walked toward the thestrd. But is that where he went? I dunes. 

The Casedesion, or some of the WNW staff, were obviously in knowledged of 

the Scrambled Sawyers. Vol 6 is full of hintful evidence that they were, based on 

Question which would have been utterly stupid exeept in the context of wanting to 

establish for the record that the Sawyer exhibits existed, then, in some certain 

intersprinkled pegs sequence. This is on interest
ing example, typical of how so 



7a112!" a thrs Tz3ionny -:41. be lost if the Questions, too, wren t considered. 

Breve:, foetal, t!,e Texas Theatre, not a bit of ,makes sense or adds up. :t 

Is just too much, and it is already pretty well, very well tonoentrated intc,  %01 

7 IA. Brewer's police car, the one Les was **saintly try
ing to escape, could no, 

possibly have been in view of Brewer. Bolin, without revealing, as usual, ire 

intent of his questions - Belie established quite well that Brewer could 
not loz-

ically have described the maneuvers of a polies oar which made a U-turn a
 :purl,- 

of blocks down the i street, not ever having come within his view at any t
ime. 

And then Postal describes Lee as whissing around the corner so fast that (
b) ht ,7 

own testimony) his shirt tail was flapping in his own braes" - while at 
the stn. 

time Brewer, hard on Lee's heels from the shoe stars which was only 60 feet away, 

Brewer asks Postal if she had soOld the Eft it ticket! And if it is Aid not con-

fusing enough already then it gets even better when you remember that Post
al, 

who has just seen a man with flying shirt tails duck past her, is moments
 later 

asked by Brewer if she happened to have sold a ticket to a man just now. 
So 

her does 000 she respond? She has been listening to her transistor ra
dio, about 

the assassination, but does not believe she did. And Brewer, following Les 6
0 

feet up the street and watching him - and with the theatre box office fro
nt being 

in line with the other storefronts - can we believe that this man (the 
one in hot 

pursuit of a man & never beyond,  a 60-ft straight ling unobstructed 0, view of
 htle, 

can we believe that be stepped at the bee softies to inquire whether or not
 the man 

had paused to buy a ticket? Etc? net Ito? 

Why can't the expert W/C erities make even a better case for themselves tL
a: 

they do? Eaah one of the small handful seep individually adept in illumi
nating 

some aspect of one thing or another now & then, but I have the feeling 
that no o,,) 

critic anywhere does anything like* total job in any one area. Whether b
y coinci-

dence or design or whatever, it doss sewn that this is so. If any part of Anythirg 

requires destruction then it ought seem that the one bent on the destruc
tion of 

would provide a total destruction of it rather than come half part destruction 

The Brewer-Postal comedy, for instals's*. All aspects of it down to Bolin 
having 

chit-chatted on the record with Brewer, her nine it was that Brewer had only 
the 

day before been promoted into managership of the Big, Hain, Downtown Store.
 What 

a nice chit-chat. Reminds me of Delin's chit-chat, on the record, about h
ow CE 

361 came into being, & by when. 

What were all those sods 3 police ears debit flashing up & down W 0 Jefferson
, 

by the way? Postal was describing them. And Brewer, too, the one he hear
d but 

could not see. We west assume that Brewer, 25 feet (15 plus ten) back inei
d", 6 

store with a 20 foot wide front, west have been able to tell from the sound o
f 

the siren/ that his police ear,00 the owe he mentioned, came down a certa
in street, 

made a U-turn at a certain intersection & then proceeded ji back up that p
ertain 

street - knowing this all from the siren be was listening to while Lee was
 stenting 

outside his door. If Lee ever stood there in the first pleas, that is, wh
ich 

gather from the W/C he most heed dome. And if Brewer is endowed with rada
r ears 

has a PPI plotting scope in his head, mem we should know it. Imyway - just what 

what were all these polies oars doing wander full siren at a time when it had 
not 

been announced that aver suspect anywhere was hiding in the area? And wit
hout 5.-  

knowledge as that, is it sonseiveble that pollee cars searching the area f
or poseitl 



suspicious pedestrians would be doing so under siren & flashing red light (and, 
therefore, reasonably expected to be travelling at high speed)? Is that the waT 

police cars conduct themselves while searching out a wanted man? Do hunters mi,,ke 

noise in the woods? And all this took plans before it was ever announced that thtn,. 

was "a suspect in the balcony". Ugh... 

What brought FBI Agent Barrett & Jr DA Bill Axemander & others to the Oak Cliff 

area, away from the primary interest at the nement - the assassination of the Presi-

dent? It also seems to be a problem to dissever hew various people got out to Gak 
Cliff in the first place. Per three conflicting carloads: 

Car A 

Oswald Mill 
Calvin Omer 
Bill Alexander 
Reporter Jim Moll 

Car B 
7/79 
Calvin Osseo 
Cast Westbrook 
Bill Atteroseler 

Car C 
7/111 
Capt Westbrook 
Bit Stringer 
A patrolmen 

The above carloads represent the first log of the joermey, net to be confused 
with the various switching from ear to ear wash took plays after arrival there, 
prier to prosodies to the theatre. 

Peen Jews & the Midlothian article re Craig's 16 misquotes in the Tostisony. 
We learn of for of thus.. Great that we should have Craig standing up on his hind 

feet & galling attention to falsified (in the printing) testimony, & MOO wish we 
could have mere of it new that I eon as longer treat any inch of any lime of any 
pegs of the Testimesies anyway. But what of what Craig is now saying? Ajax shirt? 
and an out of state  limns. plate as that station wages? If all this doesn't sake 
me go off at a right-angle or semethimg, I don't knew what would. It is sceettin, 

like breaking a ease & owing out with worms ao a reward. 

Ma. Julia Postal again. In oddities to seeing Lee flit by with flying shirt 

tails, moments before Penner Brewer same up behind his asking if he might have bought 

a ticket - Postal also testifies that Lee did his !testis spin areemd her corner 
"with a panicked look on his foie" 7/10. And it I reneger it right, tram the ease 
testimony, his hair was fussed up ;Ale (but yes oseldn't tell it by locking at the 
Hill Exhibit photos, taken ten ar fewer minutes later after a brutal shuffle). And 
Here Brewer, the man upon whom the Sommieeles depends for having provided the first 
clue to the whereabouts of the men who wee samght, Brewer come up to Postal seconds 

later - whence the idiotic cU.allogte between than Mains. And it not en the basis 
of actions by these two people, with whisk the Commission apparently could not ouarre4, 

then by what ether means seed the DPD er the shefriff's office or anybody at all 
have known that there was a very mesh 0 wasted mom hiding is the balcony of this 

theatre? (Met eensidering the fact that he vast is the below in the first place, 
males* he actually was except for the way it appears in the 26, I don't know). While 

the DPD night have costly apparatus for seek things os autesated alphotabiaing machines 

for their routine record keeping (study Cases 515, interesting), Is not convinced 
that telepathy plays any part of the Oswald septum. Bluntly, if it wasn't Brewer, 
then lest who wes it? 

And if it isn't already essay enough, the nearly ene mile separatism from 



7 

(...Canosl that sae.) 

1 	Insomplete mots, needs eh:Peking (as maybe they all de): 

14:::

:11, Joyce Lee, 1/436,9. Marina embed if . kneeled., of her. 
, Betty NOMMOW (hemg in jail) - Marisa net asked. 

did Jones net fey somewhere that Dotty Mead attended a party at which 
the Osvaldo & members of the Dallas Imes sommumity mere present? Where he said 
it, if he said it. I don't remember. lemimiseemb st the C. at the Wring Walker 
(micasecana, p271). This seams to be • sass at the woos 1104MIsqualt, in the 
same style. 

2 	CI 1974 (067): Library is identified es 500 bleak, Borealis IL Jeff. Not 
200 I Jeff after all? In that sass we sae ask again, what is SOO I Jeff? 

3 	Soreggins, the Oak Cliff **hies Had just delivered passenger from Love 
Field to 321 N Ewing. 321 is some few steps, apparently, from 325 - the door of 
'Why's lathy ley Coleman, lady friend (now wife) of the mysterious DPD Harry 
Olsen. 

4 	Ferris, 24/454: Prom the ddseriptisn, it west be the same Ferry. But then 
it would seem that he wee out on bail from mat some time daring, before or after 
the assn. 

5 	HA1-1026 turns set to phew number of a Ruby musician, aceording to the Crafard 
testimony. And maybe it was. 

6 	A few menthe age an anti-critic (Roberts or Lewis I think) sallied attention 
to the fast that the three ladies in the Da-lac window were looking straight ahead 
at the motorcade in the Mons photo. The best printed Altoona I have shows, it 
seems to me, ens of the ladies lacking sharply to her right. A now-forgotten thing 
seems to be that of /Agee' havinlg taken 3 photos, net just sae. I'd presume the 
ethers have now evaporated in the 'meal fashion. 

7 	Tax returns. Amen thaw of Ruby 11 Oswald, some remain classified in the 
archives. 

e 	Phone calls, records. Nothing in the 26 re 1026 2 Beekley. (Creasy, mint it). 
At least ens phone so reword for Ruby (23rd & 24th) secret. 

9 On the List of Basis Sevres materials - add that the results of an investigation 
concerning the possibility of Oswald having safety deposit hasps should be classified. 

10. The negative, CI 752 ought met to have boon square if it same out of the caurrc 
in CZ 751. 

11 Freudian slip? I have a street map in which Deals, Plana is spelled Dedley 
Plass. 

12 7/214 is an interesting page, useful for demenotrating that the entire Comnissi071 
staff were not uniformly bent on doing the sums thing. Bolin puts to DPD Moore 
a half doses very pointed questions - the mature of the questions being the revealing 
thing. Hardly likely that Lieheler or Ball, say, would have asked such questions. 
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13 ?or jest sae oleo oat at mom, that the Commissiem, or ssme part tberoof, were aware of the Seramblod Sawyers, see VW. Win asids Nemelse, is showing his a Sawyer leg: What ehammel is this/ Nenease looks of it mod tells Bolin that the wards on the leg soy oasis 1. So Delia asks what period ef time that leg severs. ]]melee leeks semis and saps it severs the ported. freak ISM as until 103 SM." 

SO 01, nee just what kind at dialog is this? I mess, is it pure nonsense, a passing of the Yam at day, sr uses the questions dIreeted toward fulfilling ONIO purpose? The Hanle. testimerywes a very short see. Is feet items very, very short sonsidoring what be mdgbt have had to sq - 'smoldering that he was supervising the DPD radio anise at the time of the assn. If only a small port of it appears in grist, or whether Nolte use restristod in jest what areas he *sold sever, I don't knew. Nut read these 3 abort pope & see tar yourself what sense you can asks set of theniesme0 for establishing some sorted"' thing about the Sawyer legs. Nemeress ether examples sem be famed in, I thick, the some vol. 
14 Jones says is a resent editorial that hassold (W X) WOO out sold in the aisle when Leo was being herded set st the theatre. le details, unfortunately. But in view of the already impossible theatre *sada it some sompastelybellevesble, whether tree or net. 

15 Givens, 24/210 affidavit. This is the affidavit token after the police alarm bad been given as hie, h be was dragged in. In view of the reason given that he was wanted beepw he was believed to have into re Osweld's meesessis in the TSBD before the *bootleg, the affidavit melees se sumo whatever. 
16 grower teatime'', veil T. Delia deems with a polite ohit-oket (oaths resort) Meet Nrowerli emviskle premeties the day Were. Osed readies. 

17 Seeger seemed smaises to dealsro that after MiAlmald was hmeebed dews "...and them real quiet be was bask ep." A seepisideme Mead AMA se bask to the Jews editorial figure theism*, Neasmeld swells igg Meshed sold alter all. apiterios... 
1S $/313. Sall asks Sept Moothreek *eel the list at peeps* present in the theatre. Ball says "We twee asked for names el people in the theatre and us hove say some up with the same et George Applia. De yes knew et air ethers?" (Se.) And this, mind roe, was Atiajaki Crean mien erg. 

13. There might be a groat umber at emmegass at possible editing at the teetielogr-A starter for some ineerestod might be is 7/12. Wow ea arrow between the line "Sall: It was sifter?" k the halftime lime. Oarelesemess basemen waderstandabli when there is mesh nosh work to be dome. 

20. A nest example of PSI sibterftgOs 26/107,0. Om 13 Jane the PSI was reporting bow Sapless NOWA" melds% home been in Sea Ambled" is 21 Nev. In test, I doubt if ampbedy ever claimed she might hem been. nip the pegs to a 3 Dee PSI report (a Simaspesitleming corteiely mot arranged bilks ref) NA see that the sharp is related to lea Greet, met Sarleme. Suggests the some sort et game as the Deal Walkers & the Dual Nes.NIComolds. 

21 Noby's diet pals. Possibly he Wdb.1 in wederetuding hie *cigars (Yin, Vigor, Vitality?). H. seemed to vibrate while standing still. See SOM. An enderetand-img st this miskt help till is fame at the missing simmers at Ashes personality, or personalities. 



22 Ruby phone calls, more: 25/241 starts looking at Ruby's RI7-2362, Carousel. 
It continues up until 1:51 pa 22 Nov & then abruptly ends. It seems to end just 
about where it might more logically start. Then, five weeks later (25/251) another 
FBI report (or rendition) continues beginning with the 23rd. For name collectors, 
25/251 was apparently provided by C Ray Hall. Possibly useful to note also the 
gap of 34 hours 24 rims between these two reports. My List of Basic Source Materials 
is out on loan now, so can't check it, but would be interesting if the secret 
phone listing for Ruby conesrned the same phone (RI7-2362). But it's interesting 
enough anyway. 

23 Another interesting thing about the two Selby phone lists (item 22, shave) is 
the identical format of the report. You'd almost swear they were espied from the 
same list. 

24 Possibly all kinds of thins can be feend "wrong" with all the various phone 
records by anybody who puts the tins into it. (We doubt a eery careful study has 
been mode, and probably several independent toss at that, within government. But 
that ain't progress.) For an example of discrepancies that might be found: In a 
ten minute effort, a random one made for the sake of Just picking out one wrong 
thing & then making a note of it: 25/238, an entry for ems Mike Raiff, 10-19-63. 
In 25/253, Raiff has evaporated. Or, rather, be has popped up later. (A nasty 
thoughts maybe by then he had been judged harmless to the case & could therefore 
be honestly mentioned.) 

25 The Welch Candy call. It same from the IRS, this info did. It appears (from 
the 26) that no other govt office anywhere had any knowledge or interest in this. 
It is, perhaps, an example of hew a thing might become conspicuous thru its beihg 
conspicuously avoided. Earl Ruby's testimomy, whether honest or net, should really 
not have been considered the "answer" to it - which it appears to have been in view 
of the whole question having been apparently dropped. What prevents as from looking 
in all directions in this thing? It is not nessessary to believe that the assn 
was the work of some one, single, solitary group. The evidence seems to suggest, 
rather, that divergent groups or individuals pertisipeted. 

26 Telephones. 24 Oct, 10:27 an. Little Lynn's bobby mode an apparently untrace-
able 11060 call from Arlington Tex, charging it to a new phone number be had scpuired 
the day before, speaking to a "Jerry Bunker" thru a Garland Tax number which the 
phone co, via FBI, does not believe has ever been assigned to anyone. References to 
the phone numbers are on p269. (This refers to 25/265, last entry on page.) End. 

27 Telephones; mere. But don't got bored. Little Lynn (Ruby's Little Lynn, the 
$25 UT money order, etc) has her phone records exquisitely reproduced, courtesy of 
the f Peebees, for a generous three month period beginning at 25/264. The only 
thing wrong with the list (at first glows) is that it auto off sharply (after three 
months) at 1:34 on 21 Bev - just about whoa you'd expect the record to start getting 
more interesting. How familiar this is becoming! (Gad Bless our varieto XR critics, 
for the most part, but where is hell are they sometimes?) 

2$ Interesting to note that the various things tibia& are cut off short, & always 
in the *wrong" place, these Cis are often slipped short the the 1 hoboes then:oleos. 
But, of course, net that the CO111111181.011 staff did not cooperate - as per innumerable 
examples. O. tiny example might be CD $6, p271 - which is missing from the Abadie 
report in CI 1750. Perhaps this might be a poor example - depending en whether or 
net the Archivist can provide it by mail for a sesaally inquiring eitisen, or wheth-
er it contains anything of useful interest in the first places. If it ever arrives, 



I would then know. 

29 Short lists; more of same. Ruby's movement's, a generous throe month lonig 
chronology of the movements, day to day, of the aseaseinator of the "assessinatc7rr. 
This one stops inside the Carousel on the evening of 121 Nov. What a place U. 
stop, my aching back... Hard to tell who did the clipping on this one. Yoe :;ant 
even tell who wrote it. After a while a goy gets to thinking that our Maximum 
Leaders, whoever they i are, aren't Leading us Marie rally, or Convincingly enough. 
Hard for a man to remain in ewe of another when he sees that they can't support 
themselves convincingly. This item refers to at 2344, movements of Ruby. 

30 CE 2344 (re item 29, above): more. This Cl, 2344, contains within itself re-
fs:vino.* to Cis following  its own Cl (2344) number. Possibly useful to somebody 
who specialises in worrying about such things. 

31 25/366. The FBI has Duff (Gen Walker's Doff) saying that Ruby was a 125 lb 
weakling, & "very thin". One significant part of this is that the report was a4& 
several months  following the assn. I'd assume Duff would have been sharp enough 
to tie his own shoe laces & to sign his name & read the print in newspapers, etc, 
or else Oen Walker would certainly not have wanted him - not even for free, as 
seems to have been the case. Can we believe that Emu (or anybody, especially 
several months after the assn) really stated a belief that Ruby was any kind of 
underweight weakling? It doesn't rid up. Par. 

32 Unlocatable notes on this one, plus not being able to uncover Lewis's paper-
back, "All About the Various Ugly 30AVENCARS" or whatever it was. But: Lewis's 
case re Weisberg having put the wrong camera into the hands of the agent who was 
doing the re-enacting photography does not alter the basic charge (of Weisbere,a) 
that Zapruder's film may have been operating at 24 frames/sec. Weisberg's error, in fact, actually strengthens his own ease. The camera (net Encoder's) which wee 
used was a costly Aeroflot, a camera which for the time being I'll judge to have had 
the feature of fairly accurate frays-per-second calibration, this is the camera 
which was used. Logically, the camera, this re-enactment camera, would have been 
set for the same frames-per-eseond speed as Zapruder's camera. To support this logi.7, 
refer to Shaneyfelt's numbering  of the individual frames of this re-enactment fills - 
thereby revealing the discrepancy referred to. Did it 04NO as a surprise? Who 
knows... 

33 Unless my figurinlg is wrong, Weisberg's 24 frames/see would have reduced the 
time interval between the 3 alleged shots, the lot & 3rd, to sofething like 3.3 to 
4.0 seconds. This, of coarse, would have been intolerable to the WI. 6.0 seconds 
seemed to have been plenty bad enough as it was. 

34 Radio log CE 705, p418. "Running Worth on Patton". More confusion. Like the 
"North Jefferson" thing - in the same log, I think. Hard sometimes to separate the 
accidental or simple mistakes from the plotted ones. 

35 25/851: FBI: "Captain J W Frits, Dallas Pollee Department, has advised that !,e,  
did not have a description of Oswald broadcast for fear that Oswald might learn he 
was wanted". How's that again? This is a note you can keep ooming back to now & 
then, & from a new angle each tine. 

36 In 25/060, the Testae** report that Lee Wag reported bY R MAW oar  N, at 
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1:43 pa, to have been in the Texas Theatre. This seems quite late in view of 

Julia Postal already having telephoned in this urgent information, but it does 

appear in Sawyer B (the Beal "B", than 1, p3970). But then in the next ribition 

of the than 1 log, as viewed tram edi 705 p411, we see that one "79" calls in to 

the dispatcher. The dispatcher answers hie, but then doss not seem to want to 

wait for his reply. Instead, the dispatcher makes his transmission (apparently a 

general call, not specifically addressed) about the Thug in the Theatre. 1:45 Ps, 

sane transmission. But next, in what seems to be the third & final display of 

the than 1 log, Were appears the 1974 Exhibit, the second & final one routed or 

handled or transcribed er in one manner or am Cher passing thru the fingers of our 

Feebees... there appears this: Just before the dispatcher's announcement about the 

Theatre Thug, 79 oallsin to the announeer about something. Unfortunately, 79 is 

garbled so we don't knew what it was he longed to say, whether he was either heara 

or not heard by the dispatcher. Possibly be Just wanted to chit-ohat withthe dis-

patcher, nothing important, et,. But ge we learn (CI 1974) that immediately follow-

ing the dispatcher's sansumeement about the Theatre Thug, immediately following this 

we hear 79 responding with a 10-4. In view of simply anything, what was 79 1O-4ing 

about? Let us help our Feebees with their ems ease, supporting their claim about 

a radio car having reported Oswald in the theater (25/0600. Fins. It all helps 

everything tall apart at the hinges. It alerts people to looking at their hinges 

now & then. 

37 Everything seema to lead en to something else. Me item )7, above: Sawyer i 
A (which is really B), 21/397, has the dispatoher saying loud & clear that the 

man is "...supposed to be hiding in the balsone. These words are Just plain com-

pletely matted tram the later, improved transeriptions (17/418 & 23/873). 

38 In the radio legs, all editions, the "time cheek" recordings are enough of 

a mystery by themselves - whether by their *sense Of or by their appearance. The 

unfortunate (or "unfortunate") typographical ("typographioal") errors $ seen to 
assist the confusion. lkommlest Deeher's leg, 17/373. The 1:45 entry is obviously 

spooky. Better it should have been 145. (Dot wens sae mistake a 2 for a 4, whether 

it is written or spoken er typed er miatyped?). And 17/408, DPD sham 1. Two time 

cheeks on this page seen to have been overheard by the person or persons doing the 

transcribing, and each of them adds up to less than tare. Ns, I haven't figured 

any specific signigicanee of these specific AO mistakes, and maybe there is nothing 
significant at all. If somebody else sun, small 

39 The radio logs. *Alter 2. This is spooky tee. Atter over four years of it 

all now, since the appearanee of the 26, lobar: is that little old retired lady with 

the lengearriagetnewriter, the really indignant ems whe could really do • Job on 
the radio logs because she has nothing sloe to do, is indignant about MR things 
& sums a langoarriagetypewriter. Mhat the hell, I mean. In a 441,440, wealthy country 
of some 200,000,000 de net net some of them owm sash machines? Elybe some day one 

of them will di copy off onto a long Oldie roll of wrapping paper the various vers-

ions of all the logs, both channels, all three versions, together with the Sheriff's 

log, placing each entry side by side with all oerresponding ones. No doubt, I think, 

that this has not already been done tins & again within our gevernmemt. Or, maybe, 

by persons employed within our gevernmest. There gm seem to be a difference. But 

whatever the oases, what can the man on the street do if he wants such a thing for 

himself? Yes, I know. We is always free to dash out & buy himself a 36" typewriter. 

Ironies bug me. 

40 McDonald agaih, the DPD McDonald, K N. In his testimony, unless I'm crazy, 

he was saying that he ran off toward Oak Cliff.  Atilt  hearing word via polies radio 
that PK had died at Parkland. Yes - 	In 372W.-  At the SAMOA, antic blurry- 
eyed to locate this DPD anneeneement in the OFD radio lens, if it appears at 

But there kayak as annemssement in the sheriff's leg, 17/379, at 1$40 pa or later. 
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the time of this announcement seem all out of accord with everything else I 
Sees to think I thought I remembered having read, if you follow ms. 

41 Orwald'a description during the long & =hanging chase. Oh, to hell with 
that... 

42 Doss not anyone share in the opinion that Shansyfelt 25provides a mystery? 
The technical faults ought seem too 000 obvious to reouire comment. 

43 If I remember it right, the Commission for some unfathomable reason wanted 
to believe that no motorcycle ever tried to run up the grassy knoll following the 
shots. For four witnesses who thought they did see a motorcycle doing this, see 
22/833,4. Why should this simple event be denied, it it was? Is there scow 
oonoealment here? 

44 22/485. Oahu* Campbell had never seen Oswald, yet identified his photo. The 
two Feebses who performed this fast-finding mission were apparently net i*pressed 
with, or cognisant of, the error. They did, after all, write their own report 
didn't they? Or didn't they? Zither peesibility is equally interesting, very 
equally so. 

45 22/276. Hemlick, Ralph Paul's waitress who overheard the "What, a gun? Are 
you craw?" words. The Plebes report includes the interesting words: "Mrs Hemlick 
stated that since November 24, 1969, she has probably told ovary** she knows about 
this conversation of PAUL'e that she overheard." Just a thing to mull over... 

46 If Weatherford was on top of the bldg when his affidavit (19/502) shows his 
to have been down on the sidewalk, then what is this thing that prevents any Dallas 
citizen, anybody, from lodging soar kind of minor legal complaint in the astt.r? 

47 19/518-20, Buddy Walther*. Seems that Buddy must have been a composite of 
a giraffe & a &Aeolis in order to peek down it the floor beneath the helsony & 
then sprint down to the main flew faster than sound, ready for an event which 
wasn't supposed to have happened yet. How's that again? 

46 It's always hard knowing when to rejsst weeinaidoness' sa being simply eeinei-
denims. A tree & hermless soinsidense might he im finding that one Patricia Taylor 
(CS 1452) know Ruby for 1 1/2 yrs but did not knew until after the asset that she was 
living in the seam tiny metal-like building with his. 

9 
49 Genie Rzhibit 1 vs affidavit in 11/471, pars 4. The word *Over" is trans-
lated into 'See Bask" in referring to an application blank ef Oswald's. Unimportant 
maybe unless you are looking for every little slue in "re-arranged" documents. 
When yo* ere reading & quoting something, bow do yes read •See Beak' as "Over"? 

50 22/741, a Peebee report listing 47 photos shown to Marine on or prior to 6 
Dee. "Oswald with rifle" shows up as tbo last item on the list, the 47tp. It 
appears to have been s4ded later, immesh as it is shifted about • quarter space 
to the left. Also, the words appear to have been added with a more heavily inked 
ribbon than the previous 46 items. Newoover, 'Oswald' appears throughout the re-
port with the W and the A very sloes 'Wither. In the 47th item these letters are, 
instead, rather too far apart. The somber "47" appears to have been typed in 
earlier, at the tine of the ether items. 

51 Lee, who seems to bare spent half his waking hours filling in application 
blanks, leaves a trail of errors or lies everywhere. In Reames 1, he lives at 



3610  N Beckley. In Holmes 3-A Marina is living at 3519 rairmore. In Hulen 8 
he checks into the Y on 3 Oot, having just arrived free Toro. Calif.  Etc... 

52 Berl:ors Roberts, CI 1125, a handwritten note. Seems to show that Lee was 
already outside & waiting at the bus step when the mysterious polio. car came up 
& beeped. 

53 Oswald oscillates vertically throughout the 26 volumes, expecially in the 
Eithibits. One day he is 71" tall & the next he is 69", baek & forth one or two 
dosen times. Example: In 33/736 he was 69", 9 May. On 25 June he was back 
71". 

54 21/436, Senator, last @intense: ."Semater *UMW that it was rediculous to 
think that Ruby had any oonnection with subversive organisations or with Oswald. 
But then read the scribbled note just beneath that, seemiegly in Burt Griffin's 
hand: "They were on Ruby's person. See 639 this series." (Maybe this is what 
the man meant, generally, when he said "If we made a mistake, perhaps it was in 
rushing to print too fast.") 

55 No speculation has been written concerning noel-conventional bullets, with 
the exception of Garrison's case for frangible bullets. The gunsmoks smell with 
permeated parts of Dealey Plasa, which lingered while enroute to Parkland, and 
which even on arrival at Parkland was still so strong that it was immediately not-
iced when the parade entered the hallway... this ought be perhaps be given some 
attention. Bits of lead & copper don't give off a gunpowder smell when they hit 
something. But lead packed with an explosive, or bits of lead encased within an 
explosive, such a thing would not seem too mush like science fiction. After all, 
the J71 assassination was a rather important event. Even the use of "ordinary" 
rifles is hard enough to buy. 

56 In this same connection, didn't at least one Dealsy Plaza wittness (Worrell?) 
testify concerning a flash of fire coming out of the barrell? Might seem that in 
propelling a missile containing its own built-in explosive it would be prudent to 
consider the use of a propelling explosive with sarefully chosen burning character-
istics - in order to prevent the missile from exploding while still in the barrel, 
due to too rapid an accellamation. 

57 The best support for items 55 & 56 is that the other possibilities seem even 
more implausible. 

58 CE 1950. It appears that Oswald himself, 6 weeks before the 22 Nov event, 
declared on his TWA job application that Dot[ was his "closest friend". 

59 Clam to fraud, anyone? 24/247, right side. The "11-24-63", handwritten, 
had first been "11-24-000f-62". Now it is perfectly human for one tontine writing 
the wrong year down tar the first few days folio/dim any New Tear's Day. Some 
people even do it for weeks, as I do. But is there someone tai on the DPD staff 
who still does this come late November? It can't happen. Or, rather, it could 
happen only if, shortly after tye turn of the year, a man was falsifying a document 
retroactive to the previous year. Think about it. 

60 Mother one in the same category: See the inside eater of Ruth Paine's address 
book, in which "RSS" (Stovall?) has written "11-22-63", oorrected from "11-22-62". 
This is in 17/63. 

61 24/247 again (item 59). Look on the other side of the page, Lee's arrest 

fi 
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report —(Sorry, sly error. Skip this one.)(Hut if you are there already, note 

the prematureness of the words.) 

62 24/249-53 refers to 57 affidavit.. Astually, there are about 64 at first 
count. See also page 1 pare 3 of this list. 

63 24/277. DPD microfilming. Ths list is obviously very ineemplete, in the 
standard fashion. 

64 CH 79d, a aide lighted photo et the A J Hidell draft card. Giving attention 
to the name "Janes" it is apparent that the name had beam typed in nil times. 
This makes the Secret eervies expert in 4/3413 esued pretty redionlons. Or fraud- 

65 CI 630, top. Apparently Lee vas fingerprint"! en the day of his funeral, 
Hondey, on which day he understandably sdight have refused to sign." Well, that 
how the document reads. 

66 CI 3097, an FBI report which deeeribes the voseination oertifieate in CR 813. 
No hint that everything doesn't seem peeestly OK. Presume/sly this particular 
Ireebee could have applied for his ems see sett & net have been famed one iota if he 
got it back wit* his own nano & data of birth etc rubber stained upon it. (See 
page 3 pars 4 this letter). 

67 And the BRUSH IN CAN ant.hamtifleatten seal seemed not to shake him up either. 

6d Zapruder frames 283 & 2114 are the ems treas. 


